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Abstract
Some philosophers and political theorists have argued that to achieve a just society we must
eliminate gender roles. Few would dispute that many of the reductions in the influence of gender
over the last fifty or so years have increased justice in the U.S. Whether justice requires that our
society become entirely gender-free, however, is more controversial. A common argument for
retaining at least some gender roles is that some are natural consequences of biologicallydetermined average physical differences between the sexes. Athletics is one context in which
people often make this argument. This article focuses on school athletics and the Title IX
athletic regulations in order to gain insight into the implications of biological sex differences for
the question of whether the creation of a gender-free society is a realistic and worthy ideal.
Although Title IX has been hugely successful in increasing female participation on school sports
teams, males today still dominate school athletics, and gender roles are still very operative in
school sports. This article proposes a framework, based on the concept of equal opportunity, for
understanding what it might reasonably mean for a society to be “gender free.” It then argues
that overall equality of opportunity requires equality of athletic opportunity, and that, despite its
successes, Title IX‟s failure to repudiate gender influences makes it unlikely that, in its current
form, it will ever lead to equality of athletic opportunity. The article goes on to propose
revisions of Title IX that would truly equalize opportunity in the school athletic arena. It thus
suggests that the gender-free ideal is ultimately compatible with biologically determined average
physical differences between the sexes.
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In her 1989 book, Justice, Gender, and the Family, political scientist Susan Okin argues
that to achieve a just society we must eliminate gender roles: “A just future would be one
without gender. . . . In its social structures and practices, one‟s sex would have no more
relevance than . . . the length of one‟s toes.”2 In a somewhat similar vein, philosopher James
Sterba embraces the “ideal of a gender-free society” in his 1998 book, Justice for Here and Now:
“[T]he traits that are truly desirable in society [must] be equally open to both women and men or,
in the case of virtues, equally expected of both women and men.”3
The notion of a gender-free society is very intriguing. Few would dispute that many of
the reductions in the influence of gender over the last fifty or so years have made the United
States more just: for example, the enormous increases in the percentages of women attending
graduate and professional schools.4 Most people also would probably agree that some additional
reductions in the influence of gender would increase justice further: for instance, eradicating
sexual harassment.

Whether justice requires that our society become entirely gender-free,

however, is more controversial. Gender roles are still operative in our lives in a wide variety of
ways. Many of these are interwoven with the influences of race, class, religion, and ethnicity in
ways that complicate the task of evaluating the goal of a gender-free society.5
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A common argument for retaining at least some gender roles is that some are natural
outcomes of biologically-determined physical differences between the sexes.6 The kinds of
physical differences that defenders of gender often cite as material are disparities between
women and men in reproductive functions, hormone levels, and average ranges of height, weight
and muscle mass.7 Although the implications of these physical differences for gender roles vary
greatly among social groups,8 many view the very existence of these differences as posing a
broad-based challenge to the possibility and desirability of a totally gender-free society.
Athletics is one context in which it is common to justify gender roles by pointing to
physical differences between the sexes.9 My project in this article is to focus on the athletic
arena in order to facilitate serious discussion about whether the existence of biological sex
differences indicates that a gender-free society is neither a realistic possibility nor even a worthy
ideal. My strategy for this project is to examine the Title IX requirements for school athletic
programs, which Congress adopted in 1972 and has subsequently periodically revised.10
Because schools play a crucial role in shaping the aspirations, ambitions, and life choices of
young people, the messages they send about gender roles have long-term implications. Title IX
was an extremely ambitious and hugely successful effort to reduce male dominance in school
athletics. It is largely responsible for the nearly tenfold increase since 1972 in the number of
girls playing high school sports and the nearly fivefold increase in the number of young women
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playing college sports.11 Due largely to Title IX, the opportunities of female students today to
enjoy the many benefits of athletic participation are far more similar to those of male students
than ever before. These benefits include developing physical skills, learning teamwork, gaining
leadership experience, achieving status in school, and making social connections that may be
useful in future careers.12
Nevertheless, males still dominate school athletics in the U.S. today. Females now make
up 57% of college students,13 but roughly 40% of college athletes.14 Attendance at male school
athletic events is far greater than at female school athletic events. 15 Men coach roughly 57% of
all female school sports teams, but women coach less than 3% of all male school sports teams.16
Women are only 8% of athletic directors at Division I schools, and only 4% at Division IA
schools.17
There are various possible explanations for the continued male dominance of school
athletics nearly forty years after the adoption of Title IX. Among these are that enforcement of
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Title IX has been too lax,18 that forty years is not enough time, and that male dominance in sports
is a natural consequence of average biological differences between the sexes.19 It is worth
considering, however, whether at least part of the explanation may rest with Title IX itself,
because it does not embrace the goal of eliminating gender from school sports, and in some ways
even reinforces gender roles. The rules concerning single-sex teams and those regarding the
allotment of athletic participation slots are noteworthy in this regard.
Specifically, this article seeks to answer the following questions: In what ways do the
Title IX athletic regulations embrace gender roles? Are these affirmations of gender unavoidable
consequences of human biology, or would justice be served by revising Title IX to repudiate
gender? More broadly, what can an analysis of Title IX teach us about whether the total
elimination of gender roles is a desirable and achievable societal ideal?
Part I proposes a general framework for understanding what it might reasonably mean
for a society to be “gender-free”. Part II discusses several key Title IX athletic regulations and
identifies both respects in which they work to reduce gender influences and respects in which
they either fail to reduce such influences or even reinforce them. It also proposes possible ways
of revising Title IX to bring it closer to the ideal of a “gender-free” society described in Part I.
Lastly, Part III considers the implications of this analysis for the goal of a gender-free society.
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Part I: The Concept of a Gender-Free Society
The mere mention of a gender-free society conjures up for some people a parade of
horrors ranging from a proscription on public single-sex bathrooms20 to a societal practice of
gestating fetuses in laboratories rather than in wombs.21 I believe that these sorts of concerns are
based on strained, and not very functional understandings of the meaning of “gender-free.” In
this section I outline a proposed conceptualization of the gender-free ideal that I think can apply
broadly across social groups and that is grounded in the notion of equal opportunity, which is
widely hailed as the hallmark of the “American Dream.”22 I suggest that this conceptualization
provides a useful framework for considering whether a gender-free society might someday be
realized, or at least should serve as a worthy ideal.
A. What the ideal of a gender-free society does not mean
I suggest, first of all, that achieving a gender-free society would not require ignoring,
denying, or eliminating by medical means the various anatomical, chromosomal, and hormonal
characteristics that we currently use to distinguish males and females. Although we have
become increasingly aware of the many varieties of intersex people,23 and perhaps might
someday decide that the biological categories “male” and “female” are more problematic than
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helpful, we continue today to use these categories in our explanations of a wide array of
phenomena, such as reproduction, genetics, and sexual function. As I understand the notion of
“gender free,” neither the feasibility nor appeal of a gender-free society turns on our abilities or
desires to abandon maleness and femaleness as biological categories.24
Biological characteristics inevitably have some influence on people‟s life experiences.
This would not change if society were to become gender-free. As long as we continue to
categorize people as biologically female or male, there will continue to be experiences that we
associate with each of these categories. Although these experiences will undoubtedly always
vary in some ways among individuals and among social groups, there very probably will
continue to be some experiences that we consider distinctively female or distinctively male. For
example, until highly effective anti-cancer vaccines are developed and widely used by all sectors
of the population, we are very likely to view the experience of prostate cancer, as well as the fear
of developing it, as characteristically male, and both the experience of ovarian cancer and the
fear of developing it as characteristically female.
The existence of some biologically based differences between the categories female and
male raises the possibility that women and men may never be represented roughly equally in
every job and role. Under my analysis, a disproportionate representation of people of one sex in
a particular job or role might suggest, but would not necessarily imply, that a society is not
gender-free. As an illustration, consider the overwhelming male dominance of construction
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work in the U.S.25 Many of the reasons for this are highly gendered. Sexual discrimination and
sexual harassment have been rampant in this field, with the result that many women have been
precluded from performing, and deterred from applying for, this sort of work.26 That some jobs
that require considerable muscular strength are female-dominated – for example, work in
industrial laundries27 – suggests that insufficient physical strength may not be a large part of the
reason for the low percentages of female construction workers. Undoubtedly, it will be an even
smaller factor in the future, as more women engage in serious physical conditioning and as
technological advances reduce the amount of physical strength needed to perform many jobs.
However, there may always be some jobs in construction that require exceptional brawn, and it is
possible that, for biological reasons, some difference in average muscular strength between the
sexes will always persist. If at some future date the only reason that more men than women do
these jobs is that, for biological reasons, men disproportionately have the requisite physical
strength, I suggest that this distribution of jobs would be consistent with the elimination of
gender.28
It is also possible that, as a result of biological factors, males and females, as groups, may
never have identical interests. On my view, the persistence of some disparity in the numbers of
males and females who have particular interests also might suggest, but would not necessarily
imply, the continuing influence of gender. Consider, for instance, the decision to take several
25
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months off from paid work to care for one‟s newborn. Clearly, there are many gendered reasons
that far more mothers than fathers in our society make this decision. Among these are differing
societal expectations of mothers and fathers29 and women‟s generally lesser earning power that
makes it economically more feasible for many families to forgo mothers‟ paychecks than
fathers‟.30 At the same time, however, women‟s biological capacity to breastfeed infants may
always lead more women than men to have an interest in staying home to care for their
newborns. A roughly even distribution of new mothers and new fathers making the decision to
take time at home would suggest that a society is in that respect gender-free. But a failure to
achieve such a distribution does not by itself, under my analysis, demonstrate that a society is not
gender-free.
B. What the ideal of a gender-free society does mean
I propose that for a society to be gender-free it must provide males and females with equal
opportunity to engage successfully in a wide range of activities central to human flourishing. It
would be difficult, if not impossible, to achieve consensus on a list of these activities, but I
suggest that, at a minimum, such a list would include: 1) developing one‟s innate talents; 2)
competing effectively for any jobs except those that one is biologically precluded from
performing – for example, a woman cannot be a sperm donor, and a man cannot be a surrogate
biological mother; 3) participating actively in local and national governance; 4) serving others in
one‟s community and in society more generally; and 5) providing care to family and friends.31
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Equal opportunity of this sort obviously requires the absence of sex-based discrimination.
However, I suggest that it also requires that males and females, as groups, have equal
opportunity both to access any societal resources needed to be successful in activities central to
human flourishing, and to develop any necessary personal tools.

Examples of “societal

resources” to which people may need access are sources of information, equipment and facilities,
and people in positions of influence. Examples of “personal tools” that people may need to
develop are skills, interests, and such personal attributes as patience, confidence, ambitiousness,
leadership, and resilience.32
Inevitably, factors entirely specific to individuals affect their access to societal resources
and their opportunities to develop their skills, interests, and abilities. One person, for instance,
may have particularly supportive and encouraging parents; another may happen to have a teacher
who takes a special interest in him or her. This is why my proposed account of the gender-free
ideal focuses on groups, rather than on individuals.33 In a gender-free society, males and females,
as groups, would have equal opportunities to access the societal resources and to develop the
personal tools needed for the kinds of activities central to flourishing listed above.
Of course, sex is hardly the only group characteristic that in our society often affects
people‟s opportunities. Among the other characteristics that figure prominently in this regard are

valuable, but rather because particular activities are valuable, and so it is important for males and females to have
equal access to them. For a defense of the claim that feminist equality arguments are persuasive only insofar as they
identify the sorts of life activities that are inherently valuable and thus should be equally available to females and
males, see KIMBERLY YURACKO, PERFECTIONISM AND CONTEMPORARY FEMINIST VALUES 88-102 (2003). See also
ALISON JAGGAR, FEMINIST POLITICS AND HUMAN NATURE 35-47 (1983). I am not suggesting here that the list of
activities that I have offered is exhaustive or that to flourish as a human, every person must be successful in every
one of these activities.
32
In discussing Title IX‟s proportionality requirement, Kimberly Yuracko advocates a tool-giving model of equal
opportunity that she does not link to a theory of a gender-free society and that is much narrower than mine. It
requires that “all children be given an adequate or „fair‟ opportunity to develop the skills and attributes they need to
compete for jobs in the future.” Kimberly Yuracko, One For You and One For Me: Is Title IX’s Sex-Based
Proportionality Requirement for College Varsity Athletic Positions Defensible?, 97 NW. U. L. REV. 731, 736 (2003).
33
Other writers have also made this point about the need to conceptualize equal opportunity in terms of groups. See,
e.g., Robert Young, Equal Opportunity, 70 PACIFIC PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY 261, 266 (1989).
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race, ethnicity, class, age, religion, and sexual orientation. In proposing that the gender-free
ideal requires eliminating disadvantage to opportunity that stems from sex, I mean either from a
person‟s sex alone, or from his or her sex in conjunction with one or more other group
characteristics.
Some theorists have taken a narrower view of the concept of equal opportunity than the
one that I have proposed, taking it to require not that people have equal chances to develop their
interests and abilities, but only that people who already have the same interests and abilities have
equal chances to be successful in their endeavors.34 I do not believe that such an approach can
provide a conceptual basis for a gender-free society, because it ignores that people‟s interests and
abilities are very often shaped by the options their society makes available to them.

For

example, when most colleges and universities were closed to women35, few women had either
the desire or educational preparation to become physicians. Even if, hypothetically, the handful
of women who had the requisite interest and qualifications had been as successful in becoming
physicians as similarly motivated and qualified men, the society of that time could not fairly
have been called in that respect gender-free.
I underline that by “equal opportunity,” I do not mean equal success, or even equal
probability of success. Although success requires opportunity, it typically also requires much
more. Most people simply lack the capacity to become professional musicians or brain surgeons,
regardless of the opportunities for development afforded them. As I suggested earlier, it is
possible that, due to an uneven distribution of some biologically determined characteristics
34

For example, this position, often labeled “formal equality,” is defended by Wendy W. Williams, The Equality
Crisis: Some Reflections on Culture, Courts, and Feminism, 8 WOMEN‟S RTS. L. REP. 175 (1982). In the Title IX
context, this position is argued by Michael Straubel in Gender Equity, College Sports, Title IX and Group Rights: A
Coach’s View. See Michael Straubel, Gender Equity, College Sports, Title IX and Group Rights: A Coach’s View,
62 BROOK. L. REV. 1039, 1041-1042 (1996).
35
See Rosalind Rosenberg, The Limits of Access: The History of Coeducation in America, in WOMEN AND
HIGHER EDUCATION IN AMERICAN HISTORY (1988) (discussing the history of coeducation in the U.S.)
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between the sexes, males and females, as groups, may have neither equal capabilities to serve in
every societal role nor equal interests in doing so. I am proposing that for a society to be genderfree it is sufficient that, with the exception of the handful of roles or jobs that inherently require
that a person be of a specific sex, men‟s and women‟s relative interests in serving, and relative
abilities to serve successfully, in particular roles or jobs should not be prejudged on the basis of
their sex. With the very few exceptions noted above, maleness and femaleness, whether alone or
in combination with some other group characteristic, should never be a reason for limiting the
opportunities made available to individuals to access the societal means, or to develop the
personal tools, needed to succeed in activities central to human flourishing.
Giving females and males equal opportunities, in my view, often requires taking genderconscious measures to address the lingering effects of past public and private discrimination on
the basis of sex.36 If not remedied, such effects disadvantage females and males, as groups, with
respect to the five activities listed above. Thus, if, as a result of past discrimination, a field of
work is dominated by people of one sex – e.g., electrician and pre-school teacher – then
measures beyond simply mandating nondiscrimination may be needed to render these jobs
equally welcoming to males and females. Such measures might include making special efforts to
recruit and retain a critical mass of qualified people of the traditionally excluded sex and making
efforts to ensure that pay scales for jobs that have traditionally been sex-segregated are equitable.
Similarly, if the equipment used in a particular line of work was built with the expectation,
rooted in stereotype, that people of only one sex would be using it – for instance, if the controls
in an aircraft are positioned in such a way that significantly fewer women than men can reach

36

Many writers have made this point about the limits of "formal equality." See, e.g., Alison Jaggar, Sexual
Difference and Sexual Equality, in THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON SEXUAL DIFFERENCE 239-54 (1990).
See also Sterba, supra note 3, at 84. See also Martha Fineman, The Vulnerable Subject, in TRANSCENDING THE
BOUNDARIES OF LAW: GENERATIONS OF FEMINISM AND LEGAL THEORY 162-63 (2011).
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them – then a redesign of the equipment will be needed to make the job of pilot as available to
women as it is to men.37
Under the view that I am advocating, the fact that some individuals are less successful
than others in the five activities listed above does not by itself indicate a violation of equal
opportunity. The determinative issue is the reason for the differences in success.

Equal

opportunity is not violated if people‟s lesser success is due either to individual bad fortune or to
lesser biologically based capabilities in the relevant areas. By contrast, equal opportunity is
violated if some people‟s lesser success is the result of their membership in a group that society
disadvantages by ongoing discrimination, the lingering effects of past discrimination, or the
influence of stereotypes. Very simply, society has a special obligation to make up for
disadvantage that it causes.38
To the person disadvantaged, it may seem equally unfair whether the disadvantage stems
from individual misfortune or from societally based factors. The student whose struggles in
Algebra 2 are the result of a very poor teacher for Algebra 1 may not really care whether her
problems stem from having been randomly assigned to a poor teacher39 or from having been
assigned to a less demanding class with a poorer teacher because of a gender-stereotyped
perception of her mathematical abilities. However, this difference is crucial in deciding whether
the requirements for equal opportunity obligate society to seek remedies for the problem.
On the view that I am proposing, the requirements for equal opportunity are not violated
if people with a disability that makes one of the five activities discussed earlier biologically
impossible for them are not given opportunities like those of other people to engage successfully
37

See Jessica L. Roberts, Accommodating the Female Body: A Disability Paradigm of Sex Discrimination, 79 U.
COLO. L. REV. 1297 (2008).
38
See Bernard Williams, The Idea of Equality, in PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS AND SOCIETY, 110 (1962).
39
I emphasize that I am speaking here of individual bad fortune, and not, for example, the bad fortune of having
been born into a poor family and therefore having attended an inferior school in an impoverished neighborhood.
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in that activity. Because, for example, it is impossible for individuals with severe mental
retardation to acquire the knowledge and critical thinking skills needed for responsible voting,
the state does not violate their equal opportunity rights if it does not attempt to provide them with
the education needed to acquire such knowledge and skills. By contrast, even assuming for
purposes of argument that females and males, as groups, do not have identical biologically based
capabilities in each of the areas (1) – (5) discussed earlier, there is no question that many
individuals of each sex do have the capabilities to succeed in all of these areas. As groups, the
abilities of males and females, like those of sighted and blind persons, for instance, are similar
enough to make it imperative that they be given equal opportunities with respect to activities (1)
– (5).40
Some theorists have taken a more far-reaching approach to the requirements for equal
opportunity, arguing that these requirements include a societal obligation to try to compensate
for all disadvantages suffered by people, without regard to whether those disadvantages have
societal or biological causes or simply were the result of personal bad luck.41 If one takes this
approach, one might identify the activities central to human flourishing in very broad terms that
40
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apply equally to all persons, whether or not they have a disability that would make some or all of
activities (1) – (5) impossible for them. For example, one might argue that in order to provide
equality of opportunity, a society must supply all persons with the means and tools needed for a
full and meaningful life or for the full realization of their capabilities.
I agree that society has obligations to people that go beyond the requirements for equal
opportunity that I have identified. Most basically, for instance, I believe that society has an
obligation to ensure that all people have adequate food and shelter, irrespective of their
capabilities in the activities (1) – (5) listed above. I also believe that society has a duty to
provide aid to the victims of natural disasters, debilitating illness and so forth, even when it bears
no responsibility for these occurrences. Moreover, I agree that people with severe disabilities of
all kinds have rights to an education designed to promote a good quality of life.
For several reasons, however, I am reluctant to explain the requirements for a gender-free
society in terms of the expansive conception of equal opportunity described above. First, the
concepts “full and meaningful life” and “full realization of one‟s capabilities” are so vague that it
is difficult to tell what protections are afforded by framing the requirements for equal
opportunity in these terms. Second, interpretation of these requirements is easily influenced by
unfounded stereotypes. If one believes that, as groups, males and females have very different
capabilities, one may be satisfied that society has equally provided both groups with the
resources for living full and meaningful lives or for fully realizing their capabilities, even if it has
provided them with very different educations and career options.42 Surely, this is not what the
concept “gender-free” sensibly means. Lastly, I think that it is important to distinguish between
naturally- and societally-caused disadvantage. There is something particularly invidious about
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disadvantage rooted in prejudice, and it is prejudice based on sex that an analysis of the concept
“gender-free” is intended to highlight.

Part II: The Title IX Rules for Athletics
The Title IX rules for athletics provide an excellent vehicle both for understanding my
proposed conceptualization of a gender-free society and for thinking critically about its
feasibility and desirability. In many respects Title IX clearly promotes the gender-free ideal as I
have described it above. In other respects, however, Title IX sheds light on various challenges to
the realization of this ideal.
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 states that “[n]o person in the U.S.
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under, any educational program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance.”

43

The penalty for failing to comply is a cutoff of all of that institution‟s

federal funding – not simply the federal funding for the particular program in noncompliance.44
Congress‟s inclusion of athletics within Title IX reflects its perception that fielding sports teams
is an important part of a school‟s educational mission.
Research studies have identified numerous benefits that students derive from playing on
school-sponsored athletic teams.45 Participation on school teams promotes physical fitness,
which is often linked with mental wellness.

It builds confidence and self-esteem, teaches

teamwork, resilience, and concepts of fairness, and provides leadership opportunities. For those
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who excel, it facilitates admission to, and acquisition of financial aid for, college. In addition,
the friendships and connections that student athletes forge often benefit them not only in school,
but also later in life. Large numbers of U.S. political and business leaders played on high school
and college sports teams, and many have pointed to their playing on these teams as instrumental
in their subsequent career successes.46
Research in the years since the passage of Title IX has confirmed that the benefits of
school sports are at least as great for girls as for boys.47 In a society that so often values females
primarily for their sexual attractiveness and submissiveness, athletics provides a realm in which
people value girls and young women for their physical strength, their assertiveness, and their
leadership abilities. Research has shown that, compared to otherwise similarly situated girls who
do not play sports, female student athletes tend to have lower rates of depression, engage less
often in high-risk behaviors, have fewer teen pregnancies, have higher rates of high school
graduation, and fall victim less frequently to male violence. The proportion of women leaders in
business and politics who played on athletic teams during their school years far exceeds the
proportion of women more generally who played on such teams.48
The evidence just cited strongly suggests that to achieve the gender-free ideal outlined in
Part I schools must provide equal athletic opportunities for girls and boys. Participation in
athletics helps students to access the societal means, and to develop the personal tools, needed
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for the wide range of human activities (1) – (5) identified earlier.

Participation in sports

obviously enables students to develop their innate athletic talents. At least as importantly, it
enhances their abilities to work with others from diverse backgrounds, to take responsibility for
their actions, to compete fairly, to rebound from setbacks, and to step up to leadership roles.
These lessons, together with the networking opportunities that school sports so often provides,
help prepare students not only to succeed in the job market, but also to become good citizens and
community and societal leaders.
Perhaps less obviously, school athletics also help prepare students to become good
caregivers.

By fostering the ability to compete effectively for jobs and therefore to be

economically self-sufficient, athletic participation enhances students‟ future capacities to provide
their families with safe and supportive living environments and good educational opportunities.
By helping students to develop confidence and self-esteem, sports participation also enhances
students‟ future abilities to be good role models for the children in their families and effective
advocates for family and friends. More broadly, it helps prepare students to make wisely the
innumerable large and small decisions that are part of caring for others.
Of course, participating in school sports is hardly the only means available for accessing
the societal means, or for developing the personal tools needed for activities (1) – (5). Many
people who never played on school athletic teams have been successful in their careers, in their
communities, and in their roles as caregivers. The point is simply that for schools to make more
accessible to males than to females a valuable avenue for personal and career advancement and
for the development of crucial life skills runs counter to the concept of a gender-free society.
Regardless of whether individuals actually participate in school sports, having equal opportunity
to become a successful school athlete is an essential component of a society that is gender-free.
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In its language, Title IX appears fully to embrace the goal of equal access to school sports
and, thus, to promote the gender-free ideal outlined in Part I: Any school “which operates or
sponsors interscholastic, intercollegiate, club, or intramural athletics shall provide equal athletic
opportunity for members of both sexes.”49 Moreover, courts have affirmed that Title IX does
require real parity in athletic opportunity in various respects. For example, schools must provide
male and female athletes with equal access to equipment, facilities, coaching, and academic
tutoring.50 Perhaps not surprisingly, parity of this sort is not always realized. For many reasons,
including the financial constraints that deter many would-be plaintiffs from legally challenging
violations of the Title IX rules, many schools are able to operate in noncompliance with Title
IX.51 Nevertheless, in the ways just described, Title IX clearly has moved schools toward the
goal of equal athletic opportunity for the sexes.
At the same time, however, there are two main respects in which Title IX does not fully
embrace the gender-free ideal described in Part I. These are the focus of the discussion to
follow. The first concerns the broad latitude that Title IX gives schools to create sex-segregated
teams. The second concerns the “substantial proportionality requirement” set forth by the
Department of Education Office of Civil Rights in a 1978 Policy Interpretation. According to
this ruling, schools should offer athletic participation slots for male and female students in
49
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numbers “substantially proportionate” to the numbers of males and females in their student
bodies.52
A. Sex-segregated teams
Title IX permits schools to have male-only and female-only teams in the same sport
“when selection for such teams is based on competitive skill or the activity in question is a
contact sport.” “Contact sports” are defined as “boxing, wrestling, rugby, ice hockey, football,
basketball, and other sports the purpose or main activity of which involves bodily contact.”53
Thus, Title IX allows schools to require almost all teams in sports that schools offer to both
males and females to be sex-segregated, and single-sex male and female teams are the norm
virtually everywhere. In contact sports, schools may limit all teams – even club and recreational
teams – to only one sex. Moreover, Title IX defines “contact sports” so loosely that few sports
are clearly excluded. In non-contact sports, schools may mandate that teams be sex-segregated
whenever participation on the team is determined by skill level. So, for instance, a school could
not require its recreational intramural tennis teams to be single-sex, but it could require its varsity
and junior varsity tennis teams to be single-sex.
Title IX also permits schools to offer different sports to males and females, and almost all
schools do.54 For example, it is virtually unheard of for schools to field a girls‟ football team or
a boys‟ softball team. The Title IX rules on when schools must allow members of the excluded
sex to try out for a team in a sport offered only to one sex are somewhat complex. In contact
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sports, schools are always free to limit participation on a team to only one sex. In non-contact
sports, the rules vary depending on whether the excluded sex is one whose “athletic opportunities
. . . have been limited”55 – i.e., whether those excluded are female. If a school has only a male
team in a particular non-contact sport, females must be allowed a fair opportunity to try out for
the team. However, if a school has only a female team in a particular non-contact sport, the
school is free to exclude males from that team.
In allowing for sex-segregated teams whenever selection for teams is based on
competitive skill – even in non-contact sports – Title IX essentially defers to schools‟ typical
judgments that few females could qualify for school varsity and junior varsity teams if these
teams were coed and participation were determined by tryouts. The rules about when schools
must allow students of one sex to try out for a team in a sport offered only to students of the
other sex suggest that the rule makers may have attributed some average differences between
males and females in athletic performance to females‟ historically lesser opportunities to develop
their athletic skills. At least arguably, this may be why it explains its asymmetrical treatment of
male and female eligibility for such teams in terms of past limitations on female athletic
opportunity.
Of course, there is no question that opportunities for females in sports historically were
limited. Girls and women traditionally were actively discouraged from participating in sports. 56
Not only were they often taught that it is unfeminine to be physically assertive, 57 but they
historically were warned by physicians that strenuous athletic activity could jeopardize their
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fertility.58 As recently as 1972 when Congress passed Title IX, few school sports teams were
open to females.59
However, Title IX does not attribute all, or even most, differences in athletic performance
between males and females to past or ongoing societal practices. The rules clearly contemplate
that for the most part teams will always be single-sex. There is no suggestion that schools will
ever be required to create, or even to work toward the goal of creating, co-ed teams in contact
sports. Moreover, when participation on teams is determined by skill level, Title IX appears to
accept single-sex teams as the norm even for non-contact sports. The only exceptions it carves
out in the case of non-contact sports are for the few cases where females would like to try out for
a male team at a school that lacks a female team in that sport. Schools with adequate resources
can usually avoid this result simply by creating such a female team.
The implications of compulsory sex segregation in sports for female athletic opportunity,
and more generally for the gender-free ideal set forth in Part I, are debatable. The Supreme
Court has never taken a case on sex-segregation in sports, but there have been numerous such
cases in other courts. Some of these cases deal with challenges brought by females to school or
athletic league policies that required them to play on female rather than male teams in their
chosen sport. Other cases address challenges brought by students of both sexes to policies that
precluded them from playing a desired sport because their school offered that sport only to
students of the other sex. The reasoning in these cases illuminates many key issues.
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1. Male and female teams in the same sport
The 1981 federal appellate case of O’Connor v. Board of Education of School District
2360 is a typical case of the former sort.61 Karen O‟Connor was an exceptionally talented sixth
grade basketball player who wanted to play on her junior high school‟s boys‟ team rather than its
girls‟ team because she believed that the higher caliber of play there would better enable her to
develop her basketball skills. She conceded that the teams were equal in such other respects as
equipment, facilities, and coaching. There was no question that Karen would make the boys‟
team if allowed a fair opportunity to try out,62 but her school denied her request, citing the Title
IX regulations on contact sports.63

Karen unsuccessfully raised a fourteenth amendment

challenge to the constitutionality of the applicable Title IX regulations. The appellate court held
that the school‟s sex-segregated approach met the constitutional standard for sex-based
classifications,64 because it was substantially related to the important governmental objective of
encouraging girls to participate in sports, and of thereby equalizing athletic opportunities for the
sexes.65 According to the court, a ruling in favor of Karen would undermine future female
athletic participation at her school, because allowing Karen to try out for the boys‟ team would
require also allowing boys to try out for the girls‟ team. Since boys, on average, tend to be better
60
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basketball players than girls, some boys who failed to make the boys‟ team would probably try
out for and displace some girls who would otherwise make the girls‟ team. The result, according
to the court, would be fewer girls playing basketball.66
To assess the implications of the court‟s ruling for the gender-free ideal outlined in Part I,
it is necessary to consider both the possible negative consequences of excluding girls like Karen
from boys‟ teams and the persuasiveness of the argument that such exclusions promote overall
female athletic participation. With regard to the former consideration, male teams usually
provide greater opportunities than do female teams for exceptional female athletes both to access
the societal resources needed for activities central to human flourishing and to develop the
necessary personal tools. To be sure, all sports teams provide opportunities for students to learn
about fair competition, to practice leadership, and to develop resilience. In fact, outstanding
female athletes might find more leadership opportunities on female rather than on male teams.
Nevertheless, when female athletes who could make male teams are barred in secondary school
from the typically higher caliber of play on those teams, they have diminished opportunities to
develop their innate athletic talents. As a result, they may be less likely to earn college athletic
scholarships or, in some instances, to go on to careers in professional sports. Moreover, since
male teams at most schools have more visibility than do female teams, 67 outstanding female
athletes who are barred from male teams will typically have fewer opportunities to gain acclaim
and to network with adults in their communities. In the long run, these missed opportunities may
negatively affect these students‟ careers and abilities to achieve positions of influence. Finally,
66
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the negative consequences of these exclusionary policies are not limited to the exceptional
female athletes themselves. Excluding even the best female athletes from trying out for male
school teams inevitably sends the message that, no matter how able girls are, they are not good
enough to play on their schools‟ best teams. One detrimental effect of this message is that it
lends support to the belief, reflected in most hiring practices, that men can be qualified to coach
female teams,68 but, with rare exception, women are not qualified to coach male teams. 69 More
generally, this message cannot help but negatively influence the self-esteem and ambition not
only of exceptional female athletes, but also of those who view them as role models.
Are these negative effects a reasonable price to pay in order to promote the goal of
increasing female participation on school sports teams? I suggest that they are not, because the
court in O‟Connor was mistaken in its view that schools that field sex-segregated teams in the
same sport must treat boys who wish to try out for girls‟ teams in the same way that they treat
girls who wish to try out for boys‟ teams. The situations of male and female school athletes
differ considerably.70 For various societal reasons, it is very likely that, as groups, male student
athletes have come closer to realizing their athletic potentials than have female student athletes.
Our society still makes athletic participation more attractive to boys than to girls. Many families
still encourage their sons more than their daughters to participate in sports.71 In many circles, it is
still less socially acceptable for girls than for boys to be physically aggressive. Success in a
contact sport often is seen as an affirmation of a boy‟s masculinity but as a challenge to a girl‟s
68
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femininity.72 At most schools, males derive more social status than females do from playing on
an athletic team. Female teams generally enjoy less fan support and receive less media attention
than do male teams.73

Girls have fewer athletic role models than boys do.

Finally, the

predominance of males both as participants in professional sports and as coaches74,
broadcasters,75 trainers,76 sports information directors,77 etc., typically leads more boys than girls
to think of a career in sports as a realistic possibility. 78
To counteract these societal factors and thereby create equal opportunity for males and
females in school athletics, I suggest that schools must be more protective of female teams than
male teams. Thus, I suggest that to promote the gender-free ideal outlined in Part I, schools that
currently field sex-segregated teams in the same sport instead should allow females to try out for
male teams, but not vice-versa. In effect, this means that schools should replace male and female
varsity teams with one co-ed team and one team limited to females. The purpose of such a policy
would be to encourage overall female participation in sports without compromising the
opportunities of outstanding female athletes, of those who regard them as role models, or of
women who wish to coach male teams.
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If schools allow females to try out for male teams but not vice versa, will they provide
more athletic participation slots for females than for males and thereby unfairly disadvantage
males? Furthermore, will this approach lead schools to run afoul of Title IX‟s requirement that
they offer athletic participation slots in numbers substantially proportional to the ratio of females
to males in their student bodies? In my view, the approach that I have outlined does not
undermine equal opportunity for males, because it simply compensates for males‟ ongoing
advantages in the school athletic arena. With regard to whether the approach violates the
substantial proportionality requirement, I raise questions in Part IIB below about the
compatibility of this requirement with the gender-free ideal. For present purposes, however, it
suffices to say that in the near future, the problem of too many female athletes is unlikely to arise
in most schools. Few coed schools today actually satisfy the proportionality requirement. 79 A
large majority still offer more slots for males than for females. Moreover, at the collegiate level,
coed schools today on average are 57% female,80 so it would be in keeping with the
proportionality requirement to provide more athletic participation slots for women than for men.
Finally, it will undoubtedly take considerable time before there is a critical mass of female
athletes who both can earn spots on previously all-male teams and prefer to play there. As long
as females are a small minority on a predominantly male team, some qualified females will
hesitate to join due to concerns that they may not be warmly welcomed. Others may forgo the
opportunity because they would prefer to play on the female team where they can more easily be
a star.
Title IX does not require the protective treatment of female teams that I have outlined,
but neither does it proscribe it. Nothing in Title IX prohibits schools that currently have sex-
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segregated teams in the same sport from allowing students to try out for teams designated for the
other sex. Nor does Title IX anywhere state that if schools allow females to try out for teams
that are currently designated for males, they must also allow males to try out for teams that are
currently limited to females. In fact, since Title IX explicitly differentiates between males and
females with respect to whether schools must allow students to try out for teams in sports that the
school offers only to one sex, it is reasonable to infer that it would not violate Title IX for
schools also to differentiate between males and females with respect to whether they allow
students to try out for teams that the school offers on a sex-segregated basis to both sexes.
To achieve the gender-free ideal described in Part I, however, it probably would not be
enough simply to encourage schools to introduce the asymmetrical treatment of male and female
teams that I have described. Because many people fail to appreciate both the importance of
athletics for females and the advantages that males still enjoy in the school athletic arena, it is
likely that schools would encounter resistance from students and parents if they simply instituted
such policies on their own. To ensure that schools do not give in to such resistance, I suggest
revising Title IX so that it not only permits asymmetrical treatment of male and female teams,
but instead requires it. This requirement should not make an exception for “contact” sports.
Mandating protective treatment of female teams is compatible with the Constitution. To
meet the standards for equal protection, different treatment of males and females must be
substantially related to promoting an important governmental interest. I have already argued
both that equalizing athletic opportunities between the sexes is an important governmental
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objective and that, in order to achieve this objective, there are very good reasons to be more
protective of female teams than male teams.81
A common argument for sex-segregation in contact sports is that it is important for
safety: Since males on average tend to be taller and heavier than females, allowing mixed sex
teams would too often result in females getting hurt.82

Courts largely have rejected this

argument83 – with good reason. Sex segregation in contact sports is not substantially related to
the important governmental interest in promoting safety in athletics. First, since girls tend to
mature earlier than boys, the generalization that boys on average are bigger than girls is untrue in
middle school.84 Even in high school and college where the generalization typically is true, the
range of differences in size among individuals of each sex is larger than the average differences
in size between the sexes.85 If no males are automatically precluded from trying out for male
teams because of safety concerns stemming from their size, then worries about safety cannot be a
reason to deny all females – regardless of their size – an opportunity to try out. Of course,
coaches may reasonably take safety considerations into account when selecting students for
competitive teams, but they must treat males and females the same in this regard. Lastly, it is
important to recognize that there are also safety concerns when superior female athletes play on
teams and in leagues composed of far less accomplished players. Many injuries occur when a
standout athlete is double- and triple-teamed by enthusiastic, but significantly less skilled,
81
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opponents. Moreover, if the standout female athlete is significantly bigger and stronger than
most of the other players on the female team, then it would be safer for the other female players
if she played on the male team.
In a gender-free society of the sort outlined in Part I, the asymmetrical treatment
described above would apply to all levels of competition. At the middle school and high school
levels, where athletic participation slots generally are assigned on the basis of competitive
tryouts, the system would be relatively easy to implement. The practical problems would be
greater on the college level, where athletes typically are recruited by schools. To implement a
system of both female and coed collegiate teams, schools would recruit outstanding female
athletes for coed teams, just as they recruit outstanding male ones, but they would also recruit
female athletes for all-female teams. Students recruited for female teams could, if they wished,
try out for coed teams, along with any other male or female “walk-ons” who wanted to try out.
By the same token, female students cut from coed teams could try out for female teams. Some
women might play on female teams early in their college careers and might subsequently be
invited to join, or decide to try out for, coed teams. Any student recruited for a female team who
earned a spot on a coed team would be allowed to use any athletic scholarship she received for
either team. Of course, many details would need to be worked out in order to implement such a
system, but I believe that the practical problems would not be insuperable if coaches were truly
committed to identifying and supporting young women who have the potential and desire to play
on coed teams.
One obstacle to the approach just described is that it would be difficult for students to
move between all-female and coed teams, because schools typically require male and female
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teams in the same sport to play by different rules.86 There is nothing in Title IX to prohibit or
even discourage this practice, and the rule differences in some cases are dramatic. In lacrosse,
for example, the male and female games differ on the kinds of sticks used, the amount of contact
allowed, the number of players on a team, the dimensions of the field, and the protective gear
worn.87
Sex-specific playing rules undermine the gender-free ideal outlined in Part I, because
they tend both to reflect and to reinforce gender stereotypes. Sometimes the differences in rules
reflect assumptions about females being more graceful than males.

An illustration is the

requirement that female, but not male, gymnasts perform a floor routine set to music.

More

often, the differences in rules rest on assumptions about females having too little strength,
endurance, or combativeness to play by male rules. The now defunct female rules for basketball
are an excellent case in point.88 As recently as 1977, a federal appellate court ruled that schools
could constitutionally require girls‟ teams to play a half-court game while boys‟ teams played
full-court.89 According to the judicial opinion, most females lack the physical strength to play
the full-court game, and therefore the different treatment of girls‟ and boys‟ teams was
substantially related to the important governmental interest in promoting girls‟ participation in
sports. Today, full-court basketball is the norm for females everywhere, and the level of female
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play has improved so much that NBA commissioner David Stern recently expressed the opinion
that the day is not too far off when women will play in the NBA.90
To promote equal opportunity of the sort described in Part I, I suggest that Title IX would
need to be revised to require that coed and female teams in the same sport play by the same rules.
Appropriate committees could decide in each sport whether these would be the current male
rules, the current female rules, or instead, some hybrid of the two. In thinking about appropriate
rules for school sports in a gender-free society, it is important to take into consideration that the
rules of most sports were originally developed by and for males. 91 Thus, for example, the
regulation height of the basket in basketball was chosen with the range of male heights in mind.
In a gender-free society, a committee charged with setting the height of the basket perhaps might
consider the possibilities of lowering the basket so that more players of both sexes could dunk
the ball or raising it so that no one could do so. Alternatively, a rules committee might consider
awarding only one point for successful shots taken from within five feet of the basket, so as to
neutralize to some degree the advantages of being tall.92
Some might object that rule changes of these sorts would make the game of basketball
less exciting and therefore less popular with fans. The popularity of a sport, however, depends
upon a variety of often complex factors that can be difficult to predict. Rule changes of the kinds
described might spur creativity and ingenuity, as coaches and players seek ways to use the rules
to their teams‟ advantage. The considerable fan interest today in women‟s tennis suggests that
spectators at least sometimes appreciate finesse and athleticism as much as strength.
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Furthermore, the preference of many fans for college sports over professional sports, despite the
latter‟s generally higher caliber of play, indicates that fan interest often depends not only on the
quality of the play, but also on such intangible factors as school allegiance, romanticized notions
of scholar athletes, and so forth. Finally, it is important to remember that the reason that Title IX
applies to sports is that athletics have an important educational role. From this perspective, the
goal of making sports equally accessible to girls and to boys has higher priority than the goal of
producing a game that spectators will find optimally entertaining.
Another possible objection to the kinds of rule changes proposed here is that significant
rule differences between college and professional sports would make it difficult for the best
college players to transition to professional teams. In light of the miniscule proportion of college
players who go on to professional careers, however, it does not make sense for secondary
schools and colleges to give this consideration higher priority than others discussed here.
Furthermore, the problem is hardly insurmountable. If professional teams are wedded to their
current rules, and if the rule differences truly pose obstacles to players‟ abilities to transition to
professional teams, then professional teams could set up farm systems, like baseball‟s, to provide
the necessary training. Alternatively, professional teams could decide that the simpler route is
simply to move to college rules.
2. Different sports for males and females
Many of the legal cases that deal with sex-segregation in athletics have involved students
who wished to play a sport reserved at their school for the other sex.

Males denied the

opportunity to play sports like volleyball and field hockey have brought some of these suits.
Females excluded from sports like football and wrestling have brought others.
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As noted earlier, Title IX allows schools to exclude males from all interscholastic female
athletic teams. Using reasoning similar to that of the court in O’Connor, courts typically have
upheld these exclusions against constitutional challenges. For example, Gregory Clark and
several of his teammates on a championship amateur volleyball team wanted to play volleyball
for their high schools, but the Ninth Circuit ruled that the Fourteenth Amendment permitted their
schools to limit participation on their varsity volleyball teams to girls, even though the schools
offered no volleyball teams for boys.93 According to the court, allowing boys to try out for girls‟
teams would very probably lead to the displacement of significant numbers of girls from those
teams.94 Therefore, schools‟ policies of reserving their volleyball teams for girls were
substantially related to the important governmental interests in “redressing past discrimination
against women in athletics and promoting equality of athletic opportunity between the sexes.”95
Although the court acknowledged that athletic opportunities could be equalized more fully by
other means, such as creating a boys‟ volleyball team, the existence of “wiser alternatives than
the one chosen does not serve to invalidate the policy here since it is substantially related to the
goal.”96
Females typically have fared better than males in their challenges to school policies that
excluded them from sports offered only to the other sex. Since Title IX requires that females be
allowed to try out for teams in non-contact sports that their schools offer only to males, most of
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the challenges to school policies that excluded females from particular sports have involved
contact sports.

Numerous girls have successfully argued that these exclusions violate the

Fourteenth Amendment. For example, thirteen year old Nichole Force raised an equal protection
challenge to her junior high school‟s policy of making football tryouts available only to boys. 97
School officials made the familiar argument that if Nichole were allowed to compete for a spot
on the football team, then boys would have to be allowed to try out for the volleyball team,
which the school limited to girls.98 The school went on to maintain that if football were open to
girls, some of the best female athletes would leave volleyball for football, and if volleyball were
open to boys, many boys who could not make the football team would try out for and make the
volleyball team. The result would be male domination of the volleyball team and a reduction in
overall female athletic participation at the school.99 The federal district court rejected this
argument on several grounds. First, it ruled that the school had failed to demonstrate that there
were substantial numbers of girls at the school who wanted to play football or boys at the school
who wanted to play volleyball.

100

Second, it argued that it would not be unconstitutional for the

school to allow girls to try out for football but to preclude boys from trying out for volleyball,
because such an approach would be substantially related to the important governmental interest
in redressing past discrimination against females in athletics.101 Lastly, the court pointed out that
if the school chose to make tryouts for both the football and volleyball teams open to all students
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and found that the result was male domination of the volleyball team, the school could decide to
offer two volleyball teams, one for girls and one for boys.102
As I noted earlier in discussing O’Connor, I believe that, since males and females are still
situated very differently in the athletic arena, the important governmental interest in equalizing
athletic opportunities for the sexes is promoted by schools being more protective of female teams
than male teams. Thus, to the extent that the issue is constitutionality, I agree with the results in
both Clark and Force.

However, if the concern is promoting the gender-free ideal outlined in

Part I, then I suggest that a different tack would be needed: Title IX would have to be revised to
require schools to offer all of the same sports to males and females.
The court in Force noted that Nichole should be allowed to try out for the football team
in part because “each sport has its own relatively unique blend of requirements in terms of skills
and necessary physical attributes, and each person, male or female, will for a variety of reasons
probably find one or another sport more enjoyable and rewarding than others.”103 Therefore, the
goal of increasing female participation in sports is promoted by providing more variety in the
available sports. The issue for the gender-free ideal, however, is more complex than this. By
offering football only to males, schools send the message to students that rough and tumble
sports that reward great physical strength are ill-suited to females. The larger meaning that
students naturally may attach to this message is that work that demands a great deal of physical
strength and toughness – for example, building houses and fighting fires – is also most
appropriate for men. By the same token, a school that offers gymnastics only to females
communicates the idea that females are better suited than males to sports that require grace and
self-control and that are beautiful to watch. The larger implication that students typically draw
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from this message is that having self-control and appearing graceful and attractive are more
important for women than for men. Inevitably, these stereotypes then influence the work and
other life choices that these students make, as well as the jobs and roles that others offer them.
As explained above in Part I, it is possible that, due to average biological differences between the
sexes, males and females, as groups, might not be equally interested in, or equally successful at,
football and gymnastics, even in a gender-free society. However, in such a society the
opportunities to choose which sports to participate in would be the same for all.
As a practical matter, the task of truly making equally available to both sexes sports that
schools currently offer only to one poses some challenges. By the time children are old enough
to compete on school teams – in most districts, around sixth grade – they generally have already
absorbed societal messages about which sports are suited to males and to females. Moreover,
their schools have typically reinforced these messages by offering some sports only to males and
others only to females. In most school districts today, a high school coach who suddenly
announced that girls were welcome to try out either for the previously all-male football team or
for a prospective female football team would find few girls with the interest, skills, or confidence
to show up for the tryouts.
To create a culture in which males and females truly have equal opportunities to
participate in the same sports, one place to start is with mandatory coed physical education
classes in elementary and secondary schools, where all students are exposed to the same wide
variety of sports and fitness regimens.104 This means, for example, that gym classes would
introduce all children to football and gymnastics, as well as to weight training and aerobic dance.
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Prior to the adoption of Title IX, most physical education classes in the U.S. were single-sex.105
The 1975 regulations that implemented Title IX mandated coed gym classes, although they
allowed teachers to separate students by sex in activities that involve bodily contact.106 The U.S.
Department of Education revised these implementation regulations in 2006 to make it easier for
schools to offer single-sex classes in any subject – including gym.107 Schools are now permitted
to offer sex-segregated classes as long as students are offered the option of a comparable coed
class. As a result, a growing number of school districts have been reintroducing single-sex
classes, including gym.108
One reason that sex-segregation in gym runs counter to the ideal of a gender-free society
discussed in Part I is that it provides too great a temptation to reinforce gender stereotypes by
developing different curricula for girls and for boys – for example, aerobic dance for girls and
weight training for boys. But even if the curricula are the same, separation of the sexes is
problematic for the gender-free ideal. The purpose of physical education is, after all, education.
Gym class provides a prime opportunity to teach males and females to work together as
teammates, to challenge each other as opponents, and to examine their assumptions about
gender. The message that may be communicated by single-sex gym is that there are areas in
which males and females do not work well together and cannot compete against each other.
Students may apply this message not only to the athletic arena, but also to other activities central
to human flourishing discussed in Part I.
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A major factor currently motivating sex-segregation in physical education is that girls
often have very negative experiences in coed gym classes.109 They commonly complain that
boys in their gym classes make derogatory comments about girls‟ athletic abilities and physical
appearances, dominate competitive scrimmages by refusing to pass to girls, and more generally,
try to show girls up. To use co-ed gym to promote the elimination of gender, physical education
teachers would need to find ways to change the ethos of co-ed gym classes of this sort. To some
extent, this means simply refusing to tolerate put downs and uncooperative behavior. However,
it also means devising class activities that reward a wide variety of physical skills and attributes
– for example, not only activities where size and strength are advantageous, but also ones that
showcase endurance, flexibility and agility.

Boys are less likely to make fun of girls‟

performance if the activities that all students must take part in include not only football and
basketball, but also gymnastics and zumba.
To truly change the culture of gym class, however, the lessons of coed gym would need
support from other parts of the curriculum. For example, social studies and English teachers
might do a unit that studies the harmful effects of stereotypes in athletics, the history of female
exclusion from sports, and the ways in which this history still influences athletics today. Included
in this unit might be lessons about the accomplishments of athletes in sports typically associated
with the other sex. For illustration, teachers might show videos of male Olympic figure skaters
and of part of a championship game in the Women‟s Professional Football League. Assigned
readings might include a biography of Babe Didrikson Zaharias – including her well-publicized
proficiency as a seamstress and the unsubstantiated rumors of her homosexuality -- and Jennifer
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Ring‟s very readable recent book on the masculinization of baseball in the U.S.110 Teachers
might also assign some readings on court cases that involved students who wished to play on
teams reserved at their schools for the other sex.
In organizing school teams in sports that schools currently offer only to males, I suggest
that the approach most in keeping with the gender-free ideal outlined earlier is the one that I have
proposed for sports that schools currently offer on a sex-segregated basis to both males and
females: two varsity teams, one open to both sexes and the other reserved for females. This
strategy would increase the number of athletic participation slots open to females and also would
help to break down the stereotype that sports like wrestling and football are unsuited to girls. A
difficulty, however, is that if a school has never allowed females to play on a team in a particular
sport, then, even if girls have learned the basics of that sport in gym class, there may still initially
be few girls with the interests and skills to play the sport competitively. The best approach to this
situation varies according to the sport. In wrestling, for instance, it might be easier than in some
other sports for females to make coed teams, because competition is organized into weight
categories.111 Moreover, the one-on-one nature of competition in wrestling means that even if
there are only a small number of females who would like to wrestle but who fail to make the
coed team, a school may be able to organize a small female team. Football presents a more
complicated case, because the premium placed on physical size at many of the positions may
mean that few girls are able to make the coed team, and there may well be too few interested
girls to fill the large roster of an all-female team. The most practical approach then might be for
schools in relative geographical proximity to join forces to field a small number of all-female
football teams.
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Schools would need different strategies for sports that they currently offer only to
females. Once again, the approach best suited to promoting the gender-free ideal would vary
with the sport. Consider, first, sports like volleyball and field hockey, which girls often first take
up in high school and which do not particularly reward skills or traits usually associated with
females. Since males generally have greater experience in sports than females, and since many
of the skills needed for these sports to some extent are transferable from other sports, allowing
males to compete with females now might significantly reduce female participation on these
teams. The best approach for sports like volleyball and field hockey might be to begin by
allowing males to try out for previously all-female teams and monitoring the results. If, over
time, males displace significant numbers of females on these teams, then schools would take the
same approach as I have suggested for sports currently offered on a sex-segregated basis to both
sexes: a co-ed team and an all-female team.
A different tack might be better suited to a sport like gymnastics. Because small stature
tends to be an advantage in gymnastics, and because proficiency in gymnastics typically requires
years of intensive training, it is unlikely that allowing males to try out for female teams will
quickly result in the displacement of large numbers of females. Therefore, the best approach for
gymnastics, at least in the short run, might be the counterpart of the one that I have suggested for
sports that schools currently offer only to males: Allow males to compete for spots on co-ed
teams and offer all-male teams for interested students who fail to make the coed team. A
possible objection to this approach is that the justification provided earlier for retaining allfemale teams does not apply to all-male teams, because males, as a group, are currently
advantaged, not disadvantaged, in the athletic arena. I suggest, however, that in light of both the
relatively high visibility of gymnastics as a stereotypical female sport and the small numbers of
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students with the skills to compete in gymnastics, the gender-free ideal would be promoted, not
undermined, by taking measures to make gymnastics more accessible to males.
Although attracting males to sports traditionally associated with females would be an
effective way to tackle stereotypes, it might undercut schools‟ abilities to satisfy Title IX‟s
substantial proportionality requirement. As I have already noted, I raise questions in Part IIB
below about the relationship of this requirement to the gender-free ideal. But assuming for now
that undercutting schools‟ abilities to achieve proportionality remains a concern, how much of a
concern it would be in this instance would largely depend on two factors. One is whether
attracting boys to play sports typically associated with girls would increase the total number of
boys participating on school teams, or whether it simply would shuffle the sports in which boys
who play on school teams participate. A second factor would be schools‟ success in recruiting
girls to school athletics.

The approaches discussed above would create numerous new

participation slots for females on school teams. There are many strategies that schools could use
to encourage girls to try out for these slots. For instance, they might honor female athletes at
school assemblies, sponsor outings for them to appealing events, and invite female college or
local professional athletes to speak at the school and perhaps to lead clinics with girls‟ teams. 112
3. The elimination of single-sex teams
I do not believe that at this point in time it would best promote the gender-free ideal
outlined in Part I to require all school teams to be coed. As I have argued, females and males
still are not equally situated in the athletic arena, and so treating them identically in all respects
112
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would simply perpetuate inequality. Few females today could compete on an equal footing with
males for spots on coed teams, and so requiring that all competitively selected teams
immediately become coed would very probably result in these teams being predominantly
male.113 But would the protective treatment of female sports that I have described undermine the
gender-free ideal by communicating the message that female teams need protection because
females are athletically inferior to males? Although this concern is not frivolous, I believe that
this stigmatizing message is communicated even more strongly by the alternatives: the current
regime of sex-segregated teams and the option of requiring now that all school teams be coed.
Moreover, I believe that the likelihood that students will perceive the protective treatment of
female teams as stigmatizing can be significantly reduced if education about past and persisting
social inequalities in athletics is included in middle school and high school curricula. If students
perceive the protective treatment as a temporary measure needed to rectify these inequalities,
then the negative effects of stigmatization can be minimized and, I believe, outweighed by the
benefits of protection.
But what about in the long run? For how long should the protective treatment go on? It is
noteworthy that Title IX currently identifies no end date for the protective treatment of female
sports that it sanctions – i.e., its requirement that in non-contact sports that schools offer to only
one sex, schools may exclude males from trying out for female teams but must permit females to
try out for male teams. If the goal is to achieve a gender-free society, then the answer to the
question of how long protective treatment should be in place is straightforward: Until females
and males truly have equal opportunity in the athletic arena. This means until they have equal
opportunity both to access the societal resources needed to be a successful school athlete and to
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develop the necessary skills, interests, and personal attributes. Clearly, there is no simple way of
determining when this benchmark has been reached. However, I have identified some metrics
for evaluating progress toward this goal:

Females and males would have equal access to

equipment, facilities, and coaching; they would receive equal encouragement and opportunity to
play any sport offered by their school at the highest level their school makes available; the
spectrum of sports offered and promoted by schools would include not only ones that primarily
reward size and strength, but also to an equal extent ones that reward flexibility, agility, finesse,
and endurance114; and the rules by which these sports would be played would be developed with
the range of sizes of females and males equally in mind. Clearly, equal opportunity of this sort is
still a long way from being realized.
Once true equality of athletic opportunity were achieved, however, both males and
females would be equally eligible to compete for spots on all school athletic teams. Schools
would then need to make some decisions about how many teams to offer in each sport. If
schools replace the single-sex teams that they currently field with coed teams, they would offer
four teams in every sport that they currently offer on a varsity and junior varsity basis to both
males and females and two teams in every sport that they currently offer on a varsity and junior
varsity basis to only one sex. In a gender-free society, Title IX would require that in deciding
which sports to offer and how many teams to field in each sport, schools give priority to ensuring
that they offer a spectrum of sports that showcase a wide variety of skills.
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4. Other proposals for creating coed teams
Before leaving the subject of sex-segregated athletic teams, I would like to address
briefly two radical ideas for the immediate creation of coed teams that some courts and
commentators have considered. The first is that all school sports follow the example of wrestling
and boxing and limit competition to participants within a specified size range. 115 Thus, for
example, a high school might have two coed basketball teams, one for students shorter than five
feet seven inches and the other for students this height or taller. Proponents of this approach can
point to instances in which females have successfully competed with males on this basis. For
example, in the past five years, three girls have prevailed over male competition and won state
high school wrestling titles in their weight class: two in Alaska and one in Vermont. 116

The

appeal of this proposal is that it would promote equality of athletic opportunity without
categorizing on the basis of sex and therefore would preempt the concerns about stigmatization
raised by the protective treatment of female sports discussed above.
Despite its allure, I do not believe that at the present time this proposal would be of great
assistance in equalizing athletic opportunities between the sexes. Comparably sized males and
females today typically are not similarly situated in the athletic arena. At any specified height,
the average male, for all the reasons discussed earlier, has had greater athletic opportunity than
the average female, and consequently, has probably come closer than she has to realizing his
athletic potential. As a result, for reasons apart from innate athletic talent, open tryouts now for
both of a school‟s size-segregated basketball teams would almost certainly lead to both teams
being dominated by males. If the various strategies discussed earlier succeed at some future
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point in creating equal athletic opportunities for males and females, then I believe that this
proposal would at that time be worthy of serious consideration as a possible way of neutralizing
the effects of biologically determined average differences in size between males and females.
A second radical proposal for the immediate creation of coed sports teams is that coed
schools should require that all athletic teams take as their model mixed doubles in tennis. This
means that they should mandate that all team rosters be half male and half female and that the
players on the court or field at all times be equally divided between males and females. 117 If in
any season there is insufficient interest or ability on the part of one of the sexes to allow the team
to satisfy this requirement, then the school would be precluded in that season from fielding a
team in that sport. Ideally, students who want to play that sport would prevail on classmates of
the needed sex to join the team. Colleges would have to be sure only to field teams in sports
where they could be confident of recruiting the requisite number of qualified players of each sex.
To address the possible scarcity of interested and qualified players of each sex at the high school
and college levels, these requirements might be phased in, so that they would apply first to
middle schools, three years later to high schools, and three years after that to colleges.
This is an intriguing suggestion, because it would provide a quick fix for a variety of
inequalities that currently persist in the athletic arena. It would instantly give female and male
students equal access to all of the same sports, and it would ensure that the teams on which males
and females play are treated equally in all respects, including receiving equal media attention and
fan support. Nevertheless, I have serious reservations about this proposal.

Some of these

concern the practicality of mandating that male and female athletes, regardless of whether their
average skill levels are comparable, play together on varsity teams. But more basically, the
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approach reifies categorizing on the basis of sex and therefore runs counter to the gender-free
ideal outlined in Part I. Under my analysis, a requirement for the elimination of gender is that
males and females be provided with equal opportunity to develop the skills, interests, and
personal attributes needed to succeed in a wide spectrum of sports. Whether males and females
in fact would be equally interested in, and successful at, each sport is at this point an open
empirical question. As I noted earlier, it seems to me quite possible that, due to average
biological differences between the sexes, males and females in a gender-free society might not,
as groups, be equally interested in, or equally successful at, football and gymnastics.
B. The substantial proportionality requirement
The second aspect of Title IX that warrants attention in assessing the implications of
the legislation for the gender-free ideal discussed in Part I is its requirement, issued as part of a
1978 policy interpretation, that schools offer athletic participation opportunities for male and
female students “in numbers substantially proportionate to their respective enrollments.”118 This
is a very demanding standard, particularly for coed colleges today where women typically make
up roughly 57% of the undergraduate population. More than thirty years after it was established,
few coed schools at any level have actually reached this benchmark. In recognition of the
difficulty of satisfying this requirement, the policy interpretation made “substantial
proportionality” only the first part of a three-part test. A school that fails to achieve substantial
proportionality can avoid being deemed in violation of Title IX if it can demonstrate either (a)
that it has a “continuing practice of program expansion [in athletics], which is demonstrably
responsive to the developing interests and abilities” of its female students,119 or (b) that the
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athletic interests and abilities of its female students “have been fully and effectively
accommodated by the present program.”120

The Supreme Court has never addressed the

constitutionality of the three-part test, but this issue was the focus of Cohen v. Brown University,
a 1996 federal appellate case.121 The plaintiffs in this class action suit were “all present, future,
and potential Brown University women students who participate, seek to participate, and/or are
deterred from participating in intercollegiate athletics funded by Brown.”122 They charged the
university with violating Title IX when, as part of a university-wide cost-cutting initiative, it
demoted two female and two male sports teams from varsity to club status. This meant that the
teams would no longer receive funding or support services from the university for salaried
coaches, medical trainers, transportation, and so forth, and that the teams for the most part would
no longer compete against varsity teams from other schools. The demotions left virtually
unchanged the school‟s male to female varsity athletic participation ratio: Females at the time
were roughly 51% of Brown‟s student body, but only about 38% of its varsity athletes.123
Brown did not deny that it failed to satisfy the substantial proportionality requirement.
Furthermore, since its actions effectively eliminated two viable women‟s varsity teams, it could
not claim that it satisfied either of the other parts of the three-part test. Instead, Brown argued
that the three-part test is unconstitutional, because it discriminates against men. According to
Brown, the substantial proportionality requirement is essentially the sort of quota that the
Supreme Court has struck down in other contexts.124 In addition, Brown argued that the third
part of the three-part test unconstitutionally disadvantages males, because it requires schools to
120
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give less weight to male than to female athletic interest.125 Brown produced surveys of student
interest in athletic participation that indicated that, on average, women at Brown had less interest
in playing on sports teams than did men. To fully accommodate the athletic interests and
abilities of its female students, Brown in effect argued that it would have to allot a varsity spot to
every minimally able female student who had even a small interest in playing on a team while
denying spots to large numbers of athletically accomplished male students who cared a great deal
about playing on school teams.
In a 2 – 1 decision, the court ruled against Brown and upheld the constitutionality of the
three-part test. According to the court, the test withstands the intermediate scrutiny required for
classifications based on sex, because it is substantially related to the important governmental
objective of “avoid[ing] the use of federal resources to support discriminatory practices.”126
First, the court rejected Brown‟s claim that the substantial proportionality requirement imposes a
quota on male and female athletic participation. On the court‟s view, parts (2) and (3) of the
three-part test render the expectation of proportionality “a rebuttable presumption, rather than an
inflexible requirement.”127 Furthermore, the court challenged Brown‟s claim that female students
at the school tend to have less interest in athletic participation than male students do. According
to the court, it is impossible accurately to assess female athletic interest in an environment in
which athletic opportunities for young women have been so limited by discrimination.

In the

words of the court, “interest and ability rarely develop in a vacuum; they evolve as a function of
opportunity and experience.”128 Thus, for example, if a middle school or high school does not
provide opportunities for girls to play a particular sport, few girls at the school will develop an
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interest in playing that sport. Moreover, at the college level, female students with a strong
interest in a particular sport generally will not apply to a school that lacks a women‟s team in that
sport. Thus, one would expect that at schools that field many male sports teams but few female
ones, surveys would find far greater male than female student interest in playing on teams. By
the court‟s reasoning, such surveys would not be a fair measure of whether these schools are
providing the equality of athletic opportunity mandated by Title IX.
I agree with the Cohen court‟s ruling that the three-part test is constitutional. In my view,
the court was correct that the substantial proportionality requirement is not a quota. Moreover,
even if it were a quota, it is not clear that it would be unconstitutional: The quotas that the
Supreme Court has disallowed dealt with race, and so were subjected to strict scrutiny; 129 by
contrast, sex classifications under Supreme Court jurisprudence must meet only the lesser
standard of intermediate review. I also agree with the court‟s analysis of the appropriateness of
giving more weight to women‟s than to men‟s expressed interest in athletic participation.130
Even if the three-part test is constitutional, however, the question that is of concern here
is whether it promotes equal opportunity and the ideal of a gender-free society. As I argued
earlier in discussing the proposal that all team rosters be required to have equal male and female
representation, the mandate that male and female athletic participation be pre-set at a specific
number or narrow range of numbers is not in keeping with the gender-free ideal outlined in Part
I. The assumption that if males and females truly had equal athletic opportunity, they would be
equally interested in playing on school teams seems less controversial than the assumption that
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they would be equally interested in playing each particular sport. Nevertheless, the concept of a
gender-free society that I have proposed is based on providing equal opportunity, not on
guaranteeing equal outcomes. If the equal outcomes stipulated by the substantial proportionality
requirement could only be produced by going beyond the demands of equal opportunity, then
mandating such outcomes in my view not only would discriminate against males, but also would
stigmatize females. I have already outlined the sorts of changes in Title IX that I believe would
foster true equality of opportunity and therefore promote a gender-free society. If these changes
were actually put into effect, there would be no place for the three-part test.
As long as true equality of opportunity is not yet realized, however, there may be some
value in retaining the substantial proportionality requirement. If schools take the kinds of
measures identified in Part IIA above – including being more protective of female teams than
male teams – their percentages of female and male athletes will probably come close to the
percentages of females and males in their enrollments. Although, on my view, Title IX should
not take proportionality as an end in itself, a failure to achieve proportionality may be an
indication that a school is not making progress toward providing equal opportunity. Since
proportionality is easier to measure than progress toward equal opportunity, I propose that, at
least for the near future, a showing of lack of proportionality continue to be a permissible basis
for a Title IX suit. Schools unable to demonstrate that they had achieved proportionality would
then have the burden of showing, not that they had satisfied either of the other parts of the threepart test, but instead that they had achieved, or at least were making progress toward achieving,
equal opportunity.131
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Part III: Conclusion
I have argued that, because of the many benefits of school sports participation, equality of
athletic opportunity between males and females is necessary for the overall equality of
opportunity that I have suggested would characterize a gender-free society. Moreover, I have
proposed an analysis of equal opportunity and the gender-free ideal in the context of school
athletics that is fully compatible with biologically determined average physical differences
between males and females. Suppose, however, that at some future date, females and males
achieve equal athletic opportunity along the lines described above, but that because of these
average biological differences, there are significantly more males than females on school athletic
teams. Would such an outcome really be compatible with a gender-free society, or would the
existence of such a differential itself fuel stereotypes that would reinforce gender roles?
Moreover, if eliminating gender would mean that males would be disproportionately represented
on school sports teams, would the elimination of gender be desirable?
First, it is difficult to predict all of the effects of the changes described in Part II on male
and female representation on school athletic teams.

Inevitably, change has unforeseen

consequences, and the success of a new regime will require commitment and imagination on the
part of those implementing it. However, I believe that substantial disparities between male and
female representation on school teams is not at all likely to be the result of implementing the
proposals discussed above. The gaps in performance between male and female athletes have
narrowed considerably during the nearly forty years that Title IX has been in effect. 132 If
equality of athletic opportunity of the sort described above were instituted, these gaps would
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almost certainly close a great deal more. One reason would be improvements in the performance
of females, driven by improved fitness regimens, higher levels of competition, more
encouragement, and greater degrees of participation, at least during the period when female
athletics receive protective treatment. Other reasons would be increased emphasis on sports that
reward finesse, grace, agility, and endurance, and rule changes that would work to neutralize
some of the advantages of males‟ generally greater size. In addition, there might be increased
numbers of sports that limit competition to players within specified size ranges.
Second, even if implementing the proposed changes does ultimately lead to a somewhat
disproportionate male presence on school athletic teams, it is far from inevitable that this
disproportionality will lead to a resurgence of gender roles. It is the job of educators to help
students to understand that, although equality of opportunity requires the elimination of societal
pressures to conform to gender stereotypes, it does not require that males and females, as groups,
in the end have identical interests and abilities. I believe that if schools truly take seriously their
obligation to teach students to recognize stereotypes and their harmful effects, it is unlikely that
significant numbers of students will embrace gender roles simply because males and females are
not equally represented in every activity at their school.
Finally, it is important to remember that, although representing one‟s school on a
competitively selected athletic team is an important means of accessing the societal resources
and of developing the personal tools needed for the activities central to human flourishing
discussed in Part I, it is hardly the only means. If true equality of opportunity were implemented
in all areas of education, the result might be a disproportionate representation of females in some
other important arena. For example, it might turn out that, for reasons unrelated to gender
influences, girls‟ organizational skills, on average, develop earlier than boys‟, and that girls
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therefore outnumber boys as heads of student organizations. Furthermore, insofar as there are
distinctive benefits of athletic participation for all students, I suggest that Title IX should be
revised to require schools to devote a substantial proportion of their athletic resources to
recreational sports for all students. Although recreational sports do not provide all of the benefits
of varsity and junior varsity teams, they do provide important opportunities to improve physical
fitness, to learn teamwork, and to develop athletic talents, confidence, and leadership skills.
I have argued that, although Title IX has been very successful in increasing female
participation on school athletic teams, it is unlikely in its current form to lead to true equality of
athletic opportunity and thus to the elimination of gender roles in school sports. Moreover,
because of the important role that school sports play in communicating ideas about gender, true
societal equality of opportunity is unlikely to occur without the elimination of gender roles in the
arena of school athletics. In this article, I have outlined some revisions of Title IX that I suggest
would bring us closer to achieving that goal. Although I have painted with a broad brush and
have not addressed many of the practical details of implementing the revisions that I have
described, I believe that I have discussed the proposed revisions with enough specificity to show
that implementation would in fact be feasible and in the long run desirable. In addition, I believe
that the general theory of equal opportunity that I have outlined has potential applicability to
other contexts in which biological differences between the sexes might appear to pose a
challenge to the elimination of gender roles.
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